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March 2 VRG Tech Seminar, Graham Engineering & Motorsport, Hampton, NJ 
Doors open at 9:00 (coffee & donuts), presentations begin at 10:00, lunch 12:00, 
presentations continue after lunch. 
Address: 96 State Route 173, Suite 5, Hampton, NJ 08827 
https://goo.gl/maps/RcLZizHVQH72

April 5-7 Wild Hare Run with VDCA – Virginia International Raceway, Alton, VA  
Event Chairman: Mike Jackson, Tel: 561-622-7554, Email: vdca@vintagedrive.com

May 15-19 Jefferson 500 – Summit Point, WV 
VRG Drivers School, FF Challenge Series, VeeRG Challenge Series,  
IMSA RS/Trans Am 2.5 Reunion 
Co-Event Chairmen: Cal Trumbo & Jim Karamanis 
Tel: 304-449-7050 Email: j500@vrgonline.org

June 20-22 6th Annual Vintage Motorsports Festival –  
Thompson Speedway Motorsports Park, Thompson, CT 
Oldest Road Course in the USA, Co-Sanctioned with the VSCCA 
Event Chairman: Paul King, (508) 847-4809, paulking@vrgonline.org,

July 26-28 New Jersey Historics – NJMP Thunderbolt, Millville, NJ 
Formula Ford Feature Race, VeeRG Challenge Series 
Event Chairman: Butch O’Connor, Tel: 973-295-3674, Email: bfo@spsk.com

September 6-8 VRG at Pitt Race – Wampum, PA 
Formula Ford Feature Race, VeeRG Challenge Series Finale 
Event Chairman: Keith Lawrence, Tel: 412-770-8267, Email: Keith@VRGonline.org

October 11-13 VRG at The Glen – Watkins Glen, NY 
Formula Ford Feature Race 
Event Chairman: Mike Lawton, Tel: 978-274-5935, Email: Lawton@vrgonline.org

November 22-24 Annual Turkey Bowl XXIII – Summit Point, WV 
Co-Event Chairmen: Cal Trumbo & Jim Karamanis 
Tel: 304-449-7050 Email: j500@vrgonline.org

VRG RACE SCHEDULE
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I simply can’t believe how fast this season has blown 
by. It seems like only yesterday I was headed to the 
Wild Hare Run at VIR. Like the trip to VIR, the trip 
to Watkins Glen is an enjoyable one. Anytime I can 
avoid I-81 I-95 or the PA Turnpike, it’s good. The trip 
up US 15 along the Susquehanna River and though 
Tioga County is always interesting. I was amazed 
how crowded the town of Watkins Glen was but then I 
remembered… it really was a tourist destination before 
the race track arrived and we are in the middle of the 
autumn tourist season. I did manage to find a moment 
to take a lap on the old street course and each time I do 
it… I’m amazed at that long downhill approach to the 
village and making that hard “left-right-left” into the 
town without today’s brake technology!

I was thrilled to see a very good turnout at the Glen. 
Over 150 entries filled the paddock and garages of 
the famed road course overlooking Seneca Lake in 
upstate NY. Great weather on Friday and Sunday was 
interrupted for a bit on Saturday, but the wet sessions 
didn’t last all day and the racing was excellent. In fact, 
a few wet sessions are always good for some good 

photos! It’s pretty cool that our weekend falls on the 
same October weekend that many US Formula One 
Grand Prix races took place. I’ve been hanging around 
long enough to appreciate the fact that VRG events 
allow plenty of time on track! More time to experience 
the 3.4 mile layout and the 11 turns that was home 
to the United States Grand Prix from 1961 to 1980. 
Today, the history continues with the IMSA Six Hours 
at the Glen held each summer. I’ve heard from several 
members including Nial McCabe, Denny Austin and 
Jim Wisbon recall trips to the Glen back in the glory 
days of the US Grand Prix and a few that witnessed 
the “Bog” that has become legend when discussing the 
history of racing at Watkins Glen. I’ve learned that Joe 
Teplitz and Don Mansfield were part of the University 
of Pittsburgh Road racing team that raced the #19 
Camaro in the Trans Am series at Watkins Glen. One 
of my favorite stories comes from Bob Houston who 
helped crew on the one and only Zink Sports Racer 
that competed and finished 15th in the Watkins Glen 
Six Hour Race in 1969. It was the last race for the Zink 
Z-8 SR and Bob purchased the car a few months later. 

SNAPSHOT! – 2019 VRG AT WATKINS GLEN 
by Bill Stoler

View more at BillStoler.com
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When I started shooting the races for the VRG about 
ten years ago, I was just shooting neat cars and the 
people that drove them. Today it’s much more than 
that. I’m always thinking about what a herculean effort 
it is to make this club work. I’ve grown to appreciate 
the all-volunteer board and the folks that step up to 
be the race chair for these events! It’s good to see the 
open discussion at the meeting and you really get a 
sense that the VRG is a “driver’s club,” and I hope it 
always stays that way. When I tell people about my 
efforts with the VRG, I always tell them… ”I came 
to photograph the cars, but I stayed for the people.” 
When I started, I simply wanted to build a portfolio of 
cars so that I could shoot the pro races. I still do a few 
pro races, but it’s just not as fulfilling as the work I do 
for the VRG. 

Congratulations to the board for coming up with 
the 2020 schedule, which includes heading back to 
Pittsburgh and heading to Lime Rock on Labor Day. 
I can’t imagine trying to come up with a schedule 
to please a boatload of members spread all over the 
Northeast and Mid-Atlantic area. I’m looking forward 

to next year, but hey… we’ve still got the Turkey Bowl 
to go. I’m so glad that to see that the membership is 
showing up for the event. That’s the event where it 
all started for me. The 2008 Turkey Bowl. A friend of 
mine that worked for Tom Dick told me I should go 
to these “vintage races.” Heck, I didn’t know what it 
was… I thought it was just like a car show and taking 
parade laps. Well, I was wrong and the Turkey Bowl 
“lit the fuse” for me! But I’m returning with a heavy 
heart this year. You see, the first guys I photographed 
were my buddy’s friends that were racing at the 
Turkey Bowl. Tom Dick and Paul O’Malley were best 
friends and my introduction to vintage racing. We lost 
“Tall Paul” recently and I’ve gone back and looked for 
those original images. A vintage racing “Batman and 
Robin,” they just seemed like a matched set. It’s just 
another reminder of how I came searching for cool 
cars and speed, but gained so much more. I’m gonna 
miss seeing Paul at the Turkey Bowl, but I’m going 
to appreciate seeing the rest of you so much more… 
Now, let’s go racing. 

Bill Stoler - The Photo Guy

View more at BillStoler.com
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Here’s some words from the FF Challenge Series Team:

You might find the 2019 FFCS Year In Review a little 
different this year, both a summary of what’s happened 
with the FFCS in 2019 and how the year affects our 
continued desire to improve the series. We can say 
wholeheartedly that 2019 was a good year. At least we 
had no event cancellations or canopy-hurling storms as 
we did in 2018. Attendance was lower at both NJMP 
and  PittRace, which we attribute to competition from 
“50th Anniversary” events, which took place just 
a week away from those dates. However, this was 
more than offset by near-record entries at VIR and 
the Jefferson 500 at Summit Point, not to mention 
outright record entries at Watkins Glen. Additionally, 
we also saw 35 of our usual entrants make the long 
trek to Road America, the largest representation of any 
Historic group!  

Getting started, lets congratulate our 2019 Champions. 
Ron Beard was a first-time winner of the Ralph Firman 
Award for the Post-Club class, in his Crossle 65. Allan 
Buttrick took home the Geoff Clarke Award for Historic 
Ford and Joe Griffin won John Webb Award in the 
Club Ford class. It was a neck-and-neck battle between 
Joe and Allan for the overall series championship, but 
the contention was settled before the feature race at 
Watkins Glen when one of Joe’s cast pistons decided 
it didn’t want to be a piston anymore. Rather it aspired 
to being an ash tray, which it did most convincingly 
and with little damage otherwise to the cylinder it was 

resting in. The Van Deurbilt Cup, our highest honor 
for exemplifying the ideals of the FFCS, also went to 
Allan Buttrick. A long-time racer, Allan retired early 
from work in order to shepherd his brother Todd’s 
foray into Historic Ford racing. Todd had no wheel 
to wheel racing experience, but possessed judgment 
and talent in spades; unfortunately he was only well 
enough to race twice with us in 2018 and passed 
away early this season. His spirit was astounding and 
touched everyone who met him, even if only for a day. 
Starting in 2019 we designated that one Feature race 
would be a Todd Buttrick Memorial; this year it was 
at New Jersey and in 2020, it will be nearer his home 
in Connecticut at the Thompson Vintage Festival, the 
only other track he was able to race at.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
At our AGM at the Watkins Glen event we discussed 
the FFCS organization (more below), rule change 
questions for our upcoming survey (re: alloy wheels on 
Historic cars and changing car weights to car+driver) 
and also discussed attracting new racers and perhaps 
adding a “Masters” division for racers over 70… so 
we’re working on both ends of the spectrum. You’ll 
have plenty of opportunity to express your thoughts 
about these topics and others on the survey (soon to be 
in your mailbox) and also on our website forum.

SAFETY
Since our inception in 2016 the FFCS has always been 
hand and glove with the VRG and its commitment 

2019 FORMULA FORD CHALLENGE SERIES WRAP-UP  
by the FFCS Committee

View more at BillStoler.com
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to a safety-first approach in education, stewardship 
and infraction resolution. 2019 highlighted our 
appreciation for both the organization and discipline 
of the VRG. They set the bar high with their standards 
and uphold them when necessary. When mistakes are 
made, they’re acknowledged and the problem/issue is 
deconstructed in order to improve future outcomes. 
FFCS has full faith in the VRG Stewards and Drivers 
Committee. While other organizations may talk about 
how committed they are to safety, neither of the non-
VRG sanctioning bodies we raced with in 2019 lived 
up to the VRG standard our membership has grown to 
expect. The VSCDA at Road America “talked the talk” 
about safety,  but failed entirely to “walk the walk” 
in both stewardship and Drivers Committee roles. 
The VDCA was a different situation; they do not yet 
have the rules/operating principles which fully meet 
our standards, but we are working with them on that.    
As your safety is our paramount concern, in our 2020 
race at VIR, we will be bringing our own Operating 
Steward and Black Flag Officer (Steve and Tracy 
Hyatt), so that our FFCS standards will be applied. 
This is being made possible with the cooperation of 
the VDCA and their Operating Steward, but is at our 
own expense. We hope you are in agreement that this 
is a worthy change and we ask you consider helping 
us by making some contribution to cover the Hyatts 
modest food, lodging and travel expenses.

ORGANIZATION & VOLUNTEERING
In 2019 the FFCS Executive Committee developed and 
approved a set of operating rules (bylaws, if you will) 
fitting under the umbrella of the VRG. Modeled on 
the VRG Bylaws, it provides that the FFCS Executive 
Committee will be a group of three members, each 
serving two-year terms, with a maximum of three 
terms allowed and providing for annual elections for 
either one or two seats each year. The object is to keep 
the FFCS infused with fresh ideas and energy while 
structurally ensuring it does not become an insular, 
stagnant, clique-run body not serving its members. In 
order to make this work, we need volunteers to step 
up, both for helping with the labor at our events (re: 
BBQ) and for the organizational work that takes place 
behind the scenes. Our first election will be at the 
end of the 2020 season and we hope that a number of 
people will step up and want to carry the torch, now 
well and fully lit, forward.

One last item on organization. The FFCS committee 
currently numbers four; Bernard Bradpiece, Storm 
Field, Joe Griffin and Andrew Stein. At the end of this 
year, we will be three, as founding organizer Bernard 
is stepping aside from administrative duties. We are 
all deeply grateful for Bernard’s devotion, guidance, 
equanimity, perseverance and imagination which 
helped us achieve our original mission statement – 

View more at BillStoler.com
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To provide a sustainable, enjoyable, safety-oriented 
Formula Ford series in the eastern United States and 
Canada that rewards camaraderie, sportsmanship, 
and preservation of historic racing machinery and 
principles. As a bonus in 2020, we’ll get to see Bernard 
at our events doing what he loves most – racing his 
newly-acquired Merlyn 11A. Take a moment when 
you see him and give him some thanks, because 
without him the FFCS would neither have existed, nor 
would it have become the success it has.

GRATITUDE FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION
Racing is a passion that runs deep, even when life 
gets in the way and we’re not able to participate as 
much as we like. When there is opportunity to race 
in 2020, we ask for your support of the Formula Ford 
Challenge Series events. No other Historic Formula 
Ford series offers our array of marquis tracks, a safety-
first attitude, plentiful track time, modest entry fees 
and a friendly, relaxed atmosphere. Your entries are 
critical to our being able to continue to provide you 
with the stand-alone Formula Ford run groups you’ve 
come to enjoy in historic racing. We also encourage 
you also to remember the continuing participation of 
our generous commercial supporters. Lastly, if you 
have friends, bring them along. The more the merrier.

Thank you, we’re so excited and can’t wait for the 
2020 season to begin,

The FFCS Committee,  
Bernard, Joe, Andrew and Storm

STONEBRIDGE HARD CHARGER  
AWARD WINNERS
With all the travel we did at the end of the season 
(PittRace and Road America, back-to-back weekends 
and the AGM and racing at the Glen) we’ve been slow 
to award our Stonebridge Hard Charger Award winners, 
good for $100 on cryogenic or REM treatments. 
At NJMP the Hard Charger goes to Leo Oddi, new 
to Formula Ford this year and in his first outing at 
NJMP came 5th in the Todd Buttrick Memorial race, 
improving his lap time by ten seconds from the first 
race. The PittRace Hard Charger goes to Deek Scott, 
who knows the track well and still found almost three 
seconds a lap between the first race and the feature, 
driving impeccably the whole time. At the 50 the 
Formula Ford Anniversary event at Road America it 
is a tough call. Though many of our FFCS group had 
excellent races (especially if we include CF winner 
Jeremy Treadway, who raced with us at Summit Point 
this spring), we must award this to Scott Fairchild, 
one of the top three protagonists of the race and the 
ultimate second-place finisher on his first-ever visit to 
Road America. Scott shared the Zink with his father, 
so he’s really a great candidate for ways to reduce 
wear – his car got a lot of it this past weekend. Lastly 
Shane Viccary gets the nod for our season ender at the 
Glen. Though new to the track, Shane moved right up 
to the pointy end driving clean and fast.

Congratulations to all.

View more at BillStoler.com
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View more at BillStoler.com
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View more at BillStoler.com

2018 was a challenging financial year for our club. We 
lost money on five of the six events with the Jefferson 
500 cancellation accounting for the lion’s share of that 
loss. In total, we ended 2018 with a cash reserve of 
$56,000, a year over year change of more than $50,000. 

Even still, $56,000 seems like plenty of money to run 
a racing club, so where is the challenge? The bulk of 
our cash goes towards track deposits every January or 
February. WGI is $25K, and most of the remaining tracks 
are in the $8K-$10K range. This can total to $60,000 
a year. Also, we have other club expenses such as 
advertising, insurance, membership supplies, and so on.

As we get into the racing season, the balance of the 
track rentals become due at around the thirty-day mark 
before the event. In August of each year, we hit our low 
watermark, which was around about $5,000. I share this 
with you, so you have a better understanding of how the 
club finances work and how challenging the last couple 
of years have been financially.

Now let’s get into the good news of the treasurer report.

With the support of our members, we increased the 2019 
dues from $70 to $100 a year. Still, a tremendous value, 
but the positive impact on the club was significant. That 

$30, so far in 2019, has increased our cash on hand from 
membership dues by $15K over 2018 and no doubt 
helped us survive our August financial doldrums.

From an event perspective, we are having a good 
year with the J500, the VRG School, and PIRC being 
profitable. Thompson was looking to be a sizable loss, 
but thanks to the track ownership, they stepped up to 
cover about two-thirds of the loss, demonstrating their 
continued desire to partner with VRG.

NJMP had a loss of almost $10K this year. The 
difficulty of finding the right partner for that event has 
been a challenge for many years. The good news from 
a financial perspective is the 2019 deposit was paid 
in 2018. From a cash flow perspective, that made the 
event nearly break even. Butch O’Connor has done a 
fantastic job as the event chairman for NJMP. Had it 
not been for his tireless efforts, the financial impact 
would have been far more significant.

WGI is on target to generate a small profit this year, and 
by the time you get this update, Mike will be able to give 
you more insight. WGI is an important event for our 
club and to have it on our calendar makes VRG an elite 
vintage club. It is also the most expensive track by more 
than 1.5 times any other venue. On paper, the financial 

2019 AGM TREASURER REPORT – OCTOBER 12, 2019  
by Cal Trumbo
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risk seems high. When you look at the last five years, 
WGI is at break even. It is the largest expense with 
the most financial stability. Much of this credit goes to 
Mike Lawton as event chairman in not only running 
a great event but finding and managing partnerships 
with other clubs to offset the financial risks.

Last but not least is Turkey Bowl. The event has 
struggled over the previous few years financially. It 
seems to ebb and flow over the years. Looking at the 
last ten years, the Turkey Bowl has generated more 
$15K in profits for the club, which can be translated as 
still a valuable event to VRG members. One reason it 
has struggled financially is that the operating costs have 
continued to go up. With the new track ownership, the 
rental was re-priced to the market where before we had a 
sweetheart deal with Bill and Barbara Scott of a fraction 
of a regular event. Track support, flaggers, towing, etc., 
has slowly been increasing year over year as car counts 
have decreased. The Thanksgiving weekend is a tough 
weekend for most of us to break away and go racing. 
But for many years, there was no shortage of people 
who may have been referred to as “mentally unstable” 
for wanting to race in later November in West Virginia! 
We are a special breed!

However, moving this event to the weekend before 
Thanksgiving is an opportunity to reboot the Turkey 
Bowl. Hopefully, this change will make it more of an 
option to get a greater number of participants and make 
the event profitable.

Where does this leave us at the end of 2019 financially? 
Assuming WGI and TB are break even, we will end the 

year with approximately $100,000 of cash on hand, 
up almost $44K from 2018. This is a much needed 
financial boost and will go a long way to securing 
VRG’s future as a club.

By now everyone is aware of our 2020 racing schedule. 
From a financial perspective, this change further increases 
our future stability. By not being responsible for paying 
the track rentals and insurance, we eliminate much of the 
strain on our cash reserves. It also gives us the ability to 
forecast revenue from those events more accurately.

Our goal at VRG was never to be a profit center but to 
be able to provide lower-cost, high track time, at great 
track events. Once our cash reserves are restored and 
even increased, the greater the opportunity there will 
be for VRG to look at additional events. We can be 
comfortable in knowing that financial risk will not be the 
driver behind our decision to do what VRG does best.

This is my last year on the BOD and as the treasurer. 
It is a role I have very much enjoyed, but it is time to 
pass the torch to another lucky BOD member! I will 
be helping with the transition during much of 2020. 
During that transition, we will be looking to update 
our accounting and how we reimburse our volunteers, 
pay our vendors as well as putting in some safeguards 
to protect the club against fraud. I want to thank each 
member for their support over the last nine years, it has 
been great. Of course, I am still going to working on the 
J500 team and Turkey Bowl!

Mike will now be able to answer any and all detailed 
financial questions on my behalf!

View more at BillStoler.com
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The VRG Board of Directors met at NJMP on Sunday, 
November 10, 2019 to nominate and vote on the new 
officers for 2020.

Current president Jim Karamanis has reached his time 
limit in office and Mike Lawton was nominated and 
elected to be the new VRG president. Karamanis can 
still serve as an officer and was nominated and elected 
as vice-president.

Nial McCabe has not reached his term limit. He was 
nominated and re-elected to the position of secretary.

Cal Trumbo has reached his maximum time on the 
board of nine years, ending his term as Treasurer. Scott 
Janzen was nominated and elected to serve as the new 
VRG treasurer. Since Cal is also leaving the VRG Board 
of Directors, Paul King was elected to replace him on 
the board. Paul’s official term starts on January 1, 2020. 
Four other board members who are currently serving 
were not up for election: Storm Field, Keith Lawrence, 
Graham Long, and Butch O’Connor will continue to 
serve as directors. 

VRG NOTES ON RECENT BOARD CHANGES 
by Don Mei

View more at BillStoler.com
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For the driver who enjoys racing with others who value 
driver attitude, skill and car preparation.

VRG 2019 DIRECTORS
Jim Karamanis – President
Mike Lawton – Vice President
Cal Trumbo – Treasurer
Nial McCabe – Secretary
Storm Field – Director
Scott Janzen – Director
Keith Lawrence – Director
Graham Long – Director
Butch O’Connor – Director

You may also contact: 
Jim Karamanis e-mail jim@vrgonline.org 
phone: 571-762-3125

VRG NEWSLETTER TEAM
Bill Stoler Photography 
www.billstoler.com • wrstoler@comcast.net

Don Mei 
dnmeicpa@aol.com

Rob Brownlee-Tomasso 
rbt25@verizon.net

View more at BillStoler.com


